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Abstract
In this article I discuss a few ethical and semiotic problems

related to reality’s ability to actually take place within, and

break through, fictional representations. I am particularly

concerned with the presence of material bodies in the

performing arts. I consider Hideshi Hino’s Flower of Flesh

and Blood (Ginı̂ piggu 2: Chiniku no hana, 1985) as an

initial example of purely fictional film violence. From a

brief presentation of traditional theatre semiotics and the

concept of a fictive stance, I then discuss two specific films

where the body of the actor functions not only as the

carrier of symbolical meaning but also as an indexical

reference to a factual situation: John Waters’ Pink Flamin-

gos (1972) and Ruggero Deodato’s Cannibal Holocaust

(1980). My main interest lies in the occurrence of real

violence, and particularly animal killings, in exploitation

cinema. By considering directors’ own statements on the

matter, I suggest that such violence can not simply be

dismissed as ethically flawed; rather, it carries a potential

critique of the ideology of meat as pure commodity.
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There is something wrong with ‘‘snuff films’’,

even if all the acting is excellent right up to

the murder of the actress. John Gardner1

Discussions on the distinction between factual

and fictional discourse often begin with an illus-

trative example of someone mistaking signs for

reality: the early cinematic audience throwing

itself out of the way of Lumières’ arriving loco-

motive, the hick boarding the theatrical stage in

order to save the heroine in distress, or the upset

fan blaming the actor for the actions of the soap

opera villain. My article follows convention and

opens with a similar anecdote related to Hideshi

Hino’s notorious film Flower of Flesh and Blood

(Ginı̂ piggu 2: Chiniku no hana, 1985). The

remaining part of my discussion will, however,

be devoted to a different problem: reality’s poten-

tial of actually taking place in and breaking

through fictional representations. I am particularly

concerned with some possibilities and problems
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associated with the presence of material bodies in

the performing arts. From a brief presentation of

traditional theatre semiotics, I will discuss two

specific films where the body of the actor func-

tions not only as the carrier of symbolical meaning

but also as an indexical reference to a factual

situation: John Waters’ Pink Flamingos (1972) and

Ruggero Deodato’s Cannibal Holocaust (1980).

My main interest lies in the ethical and semiotic

problems related to the presence of real violence in

fiction films.

VIOLENCE AND THE FICTIVE STANCE

Let us start by attempting to distinguish a prag-

matic distinction between witnessing fictional and

factual representations of violence.

As part of a psychological experiment on

feelings of disgust, three short film sequences

were shown to subjects who each could decide

independently when to turn off and stop watch-

ing.2 The sequences depicted a surgical procedure

where the face was removed from the skull of an

infant; a dinner company killing a monkey and

eating its brain; and the killing, flaying, and

cutting up of cows in a slaughterhouse. In a later

article, one of the researchers, Clark McCauley,

seeks to answer why most of the participants

turned the tapes off halfway through*while

many of them were presumably willing to pay

money to watch feature length depictions of

violence like Tobe Hooper’s The Texas Chainsaw

Massacre (1974).3 After having tested and rejected

several possible explanations, McCauley points

out the simple fact that the documentary nature of

the images apparently makes them less attractive

than their purely fictional counterparts, and he

refers to Noël Carroll’s remark that we, in order to

properly appreciate a horror movie, must be

absolutely certain of its status as a purely fictional

spectacle.4 As regular filmgoers, we are not only

well prepared for violent and potentially disgust-

ing images but also certain of their ontological

status as representational constructions; whereas

the situation of the experimental subjects was far

more unclear*they did not know what to expect

or how to relate to it. This pragmatic difference is

discussed by theorists of fiction in terms of a

‘‘fictive stance’’: unlike the experimental subject,

the regular filmgoer will adopt a specific attitude,

which entails that feelings aroused by fictional

violence*such as horror, or disgust*will be

qualitatively different from those prompted by

documentary depictions of violence.5 During the

specific experiment, the subjects had no reason to

adopt such a stance and, according to McCauley,

they reacted as they did due to the films’ lack of

‘‘cues of unreality’’ (or what may be called ‘‘signals

of fictionality’’) or aesthetical and technical de-

vices common to fictional films such as, for

example, an accompanying musical score.6

While such an explanation seems fairly agree-

able, we must remember that the horror genre

includes a great number of fictional works that

actually strive to reduce the number of fictional

cues to a minimum: just think of the prevalent

trend in hyperrealist ‘‘dummies’’ such as Daniel

Myrick and Eduardo Sánchez’ The Blair Witch

Project (1999) and Fred Vogel’s August Under-

ground (2001),7 i.e. films intentionally constructed

so as to give the audience the impression of

authentic factual recordings. If we were to stumble

upon unmarked copies of these films and, having

never heard of them, started to search them for

signals of fictionality, we would risk ending up

frustrated and perhaps even deceived; but the

whole scenario is quite unlikely.8 In fact, situations

where we actually have to rely on a step-by-step

analysis of individual signals are rare and, as a

rule, we have already decided what stance to adopt

way before we actually encounter a specific work

or document. Instead of aligning our attitude to

the work as we go along, we assume a firm

position and an interpretational framework at the

moment of deciding to turn on the TV news or

renting a DVD from the horror shelf in the first

place. There may, accordingly, be reason not to

overstate the importance of the guiding function

of signals of fictionality, for in contrast to the

experimental subjects, we are rarely in the dark

about what kind of activity we partake in, and we

often manage to determine the status of a dis-

course before we encounter the discourse itself.

I will try to elucidate this pragmatic distinction

between stances by way of an anecdote. In 1991,

actor Charlie Sheen supposedly handed in a copy

of Hino’s Flower of Flesh and Blood to the police,

suspecting it to depict the real killing and dis-

membering of a human individual.9 The FBI

assured him that the movie had already been
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investigated and proved legal, i.e. a work of fiction.

Today, Flower of Flesh and Blood has reached the

status of an underground cult classic, and Sheen

has become the laughing stock of gorehounds and

horror aficionados ridiculing him for not having

been able to spot its signals of fictionality, so

blatantly overt in spite of its pseudo-documentary

style. The movie opens with a scene of a woman

being assaulted and put to sleep by a man, and

while some of the cinematic cuts of the initial

scene are presented from the point of view of the

assailant*as if shot, for example, by his own

camcorder during the actual hunt*other cuts are

presented from various and entirely different

angels, suggesting a larger camera crew and the

possibility of several retakes. The subsequent

scene of the woman waking up uses a common

technique for representing the experiential per-

spective of fictional characters as we first witness

the face of the character looking at something, and

then see what it is she is looking at. Just like her,

we ‘‘wake up’’ to a strange and unknown environ-

ment, and we join her in trying to familiarise

ourselves with the surroundings as a take of her

slowly opening her eyes is followed by a pan of the

room as if experienced from her point of view.

When the camera finally spots an odd kabuto-

wearing individual lurking in the shadows of the

room, it quickly zooms in on his white painted

face that is suddenly lit up while a dramatic sound

effect goes off. Thus, the scene is an obvious

example of how the director has constructed a

cinematic effect by letting editing techniques,

makeup, light, and sound all come together to

dramatise the sense of horrified shock, and the

signals of fictionality may seem even more con-

spicuous if we consider the prevalent use of a

musical score and the wide array of sound and

special effects. The ridiculously excessive amount

of spurting blood, for example, and the rubbery

nature of the cut-up limbs, certainly transcends a

sense of physical reality, and all in all, the

aesthetics of the film resemble that of contempor-

ary styles like the splatter comedy of Peter Jackson

and the body horror of David Cronenberg. It is

quite apparent, then, that instead of trying to

deceive us into believing it to be real, Flower of

Flesh and Blood rather plays about with the

conventions of aesthetic realism by presenting its

pseudo-documentary devices in a rather stylised

and perversely humorous way. It even begins with

a tongue-in-cheek declaration providing all traces

of artifice with a naturalising motivation as a

prologue explains that the film is not a real snuff

film but merely the artistic re-creation of one. We

are told how a package containing a reel of film

and a set of stills depicting a real murder was sent

to mangaka Hideshi Hino by an anonymous fan,

and that the movie we are about to watch ‘‘has

been recreated by Hideshi Hino as a restructured

Semi-Documentary based on the above 8 mm

film, pictures and letter’’. We are obviously not

meant to take the director on his word here, but

should rather consider the prologue as a kind of

cinematic counterpart to the playful meta-fictional

prefaces to such blatantly fantastic stories as

Jonathan Swift’s Gulliver’s Travels (1726) and C.

J. L. Almqvist’s Amorina (1839), where the author

lets a fictive editor explain how the ‘‘authentical’’

manuscript now in print originally came into his

possession. By letting an equally self-parodying

director explain how a few ‘‘authentical’’ docu-

ments, too gruesome to show as such, have been

re-enacted as a kind of fictionalised docudrama,

Hino manages both to underline and undermine

the matter-of-fact exactitude of documentary

discourse at one blow and, as Jay McRoy

concludes, the movie is certainly one that

‘‘at once conforms to and confounds standard

documentary practice’’.10

In evaluating Sheen’s reaction it is, however, not

enough to take the film itself into consideration,

but we must also ponder his peculiar situation. In

1991, snuff movies were still a much debated and

mythologised phenomenon, and films outside of

the public mainstream were often traded from

hand to hand as rare copies of copies. The chance

of actually coming across a suspicious cassette of

unknown and potentially dubious content was, in

all likelihood, greater than it is today, and the

grimy feel of bootleg VHS copies would certainly

add an extra aura of authenticity to the film.

According to some versions of the (highly apoc-

ryphal) anecdote, Sheen is even supposed to have

watched a cut-and-paste montage of some of the

goriest bits of the movie and, if this is correct, his

reaction will undoubtedly seem a bit more sen-

sible.11 Today, on the other hand, the movie has

been demystified and even received a canonical

status in the (admittedly obscure) genre of gore

Cinematic shots and cuts
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cinema, and it is one of the milestones in a

tradition of equally hyperreal and stylised Japanese

film violence whose contemporary, and far more

extreme, successors*work of directors like Taka-

shi Miike or Yoshihiro Nishimura*are readily

available at your closest rental store. Since a large

part of Hino’s main oeuvre as a mangaka or

cartoonist has furthermore been translated and

published by major companies, we are offered a

far better chance of evaluating the movie aesthe-

tically, as an instalment of a well-known tempera-

ment and an artistic style. Thus, we will be

prepared for and even expect its mix of juvenile

naivism, intense grotesquerie, and twisted melan-

choly and we may even pick up on how the

prologue’s reference to Hino as a ‘‘bizarre cartoo-

nist’’ relates to the self-reflexive and ironic in-

scription of the authorial I in the graphic short

story ‘‘A Lullaby from Hell’’ (2005), where the

author figures as a character�narrator who con-

stantly addresses the reader and even is supposed

to finally kill him using the comic book as his

deadly medium; or how the house where the

kabuto killer dwells bears a striking resemblance

of the residence of the author as depicted in

the graphic short, i.e. a rickety house ‘‘full of

books, pictures, and items that are grotesque and

unique’’.12

These are things we reflect upon when adopting

a fictive stance and an aesthetical approach, but

they are also consequences of a pragmatic situa-

tion which is far more clear-cut for us than it was

for Sheen: in contrast to the latter, we do not have

to hesitate on the nature of the representations as

our stance has been already determined before

we encounter the specific signs and signals of

the work. According to an implied logic of the

aesthetic, we do not have to search for clues

indicating whether what we are witnessing is a

real murder or merely an entertaining spectacle,

and we may even presuppose that the representa-

tion of violence is produced by means of acting,

props, and special effects.

In what follows, I will try to sketch out the

semiotic implications of such a logic by revisiting a

few seminal texts in theatre semiotics. Then, I will

discuss how the norms of that very logic may be

transgressed as part of an artistic strategy. And

finally, I approach the ethical dilemmas associated

with the presence of real violence in film fiction.

THEATRE AND THE SEMIOTICS OF

BODILY PRESENCE

As we adopt the fictive stance towards a film or a

play, we seem to acquire a kind of double vision:

on the one hand, we watch the actions of an actor

performing a story while, on the other hand, we

watch the actions of a character situated in the

fictional story. This semiotic duality of perfor-

mance, based on the status of the actor as sign and

individual, forms the core concern of theatre

semiotics.

According to Prague School semiotician Petr

Bogatyrev’s lucid definition, the theatrical cos-

tume or the set of a theatrical stage ‘‘is a sign of a

sign and not a sign of a material thing’’.13 In

ordinary life, a house is a functional object with a

primary function (e.g. providing shelter) that also

may achieve a kind of secondary sign value, such

as indicating the nationality or the financial

position of its owner. The set pieces depicting a

house on stage, on the other hand, lack the

primary function and prompt the secondary sign

value directly: they are included for the sole

purpose of portraying a dramatic character or

staging a dramatic situation. Bogatyrev also pre-

sents the example of a diamond ring that signals

wealth in everyday life but may be replaced by a

simple piece of glass in order to reproduce a

corresponding notion on stage: since theatrical

meaning depends less on the authenticity of the

object as such than on its ability to signify in a

given context, the piece of glass is more than

sufficient to function as ‘‘a sign of a sign of a

material object (for example, a sign of the wealth

of the character but not a sign of the material

object itself ’’.14 The spectator may even presume

that the on-stage diamond really is fake, since

genuine jewellery would only make the practical

handling of props more difficult. So far, the

example indicates at least three important aspects

of the theatrical sign: that it relies on the presence

of material objects and bodies; that the relation

between meaning and object is arbitrary since the

thing may always be switched for a different, and

perhaps better suited, one; and that theatrical

meaning is governed by a kind of practical

economy subordinating other aspects of a thing

to its function as a material vehicle granted a

particular position within a regulated framework

of meaning-production.
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The first and the last of these aspects indicate,

in turn, a potential conflict generated by the

object’s dual status as prop and material thing.

The conflict is the prime concern for an essay by

Roland Barthes on the semiotic status of theatrical

costumes. According to Barthes, the costume

should not be considered as an autonomous object

but as ‘‘an argument’’: while the ordinary object

harbours an infinite surplus of potential meaning,

the prop should be designed so as to demonstrate

precisely those properties activated by the perfor-

mance as an encoded aesthetic and semiotic

system.15 In historical realism, costume often

seemed to achieve a kind of fetishised status that

risked turning the theatrical performance into a

mere display of spectacular outfits and in order to

avoid its breaking out of the signifying context,

Barthes argues that costume ‘‘must always keep its

value as a pure function, it must neither smother

nor swell the play; it must avoid substituting

independent values for the signification of the

staged action’’.16 Bogatyrev demonstrates a simi-

lar understanding in pointing out how in theatre

you only use ‘‘those signs of costume and con-

struction which are necessary for the given dra-

matic situation’’.17 So, while Barthes and

Bogatyrev establish the fact that theatre uses the

presence of material objects as sign-vehicles for

fictional meaning, they also acknowledge the

functional dangers inherent to the possible con-

flict between the object as such and the object as

prop: since the object must be there, it always risks

breaking out of its representational and symbolic

role in order to meet the spectator as autonomous

and uncoded material thing.

According to theatre semiotics, aesthetical

meaning is, in other words, not produced by the

autonomous object but by way of it: the thing does

not communicate with the spectator but functions

as a material signifier regulated by the theatrical

performance as a system of semiotic relations. A

similar view is condensed in Umberto Eco’s

description of the ability in theatre of ‘‘de-realising

a given object in order to make it stand for an

entire class’’: the thing ceases to be a thing and

becomes a pure sign value.18 In theatre, the value

associated with an object may be produced by an

entirely different kind of object, and when a piece

of glass is used to signify wealth, it could be said to

cease functioning as a piece of glass and rather

become a diamond-signifier. Therefore, a prop

may actually prove better suited for producing the

sign value associated with an actual object than

the actual object would be itself, and the pre-

sentation of an object qua object may in fact even

prove counterproductive. Barthes addresses this

point by using the fitting concept of ‘‘accentua-

tion’’, and tells of how Brecht once found it

insufficient to simply use worn clothes to signify

wear-and-tear and rather ‘‘accentuated’’ meaning

by treating the theatrical costume with a compli-

cated chemical process.19 The excessive use of

fake blood in Hino’s film may perhaps be con-

sidered a corresponding example of semiotic

accentuation: theatrical fiction relies on the real

object, but it de-realises it, turning it into a vehicle

for accentuated meaning.

While the replaceability of things and props

suggests the symbolical or arbitrary nature of the

theatrical sign, the presence of real material

objects and bodies in theatre separates the art

form from purely symbolical representations of

fictions like novels.20 On the one hand, we may

conceive of fictional narrative independently of

medium, as a kind of simple, flat surface of

aesthetical meaning formed by signifiers consti-

tuting a unified plane of composition: this would

be the symbolical level of aesthetical meaning

directed at us as a kind of pure outside without an

inside, as apparent, for example, in the fact that an

actor may switch between different characters

simply by changing his mask*the material ‘‘in-

side’’ of the body is less significant than the

surface of regulated meaning. On the other

hand, we find important media-specific differ-

ences between separate art forms, and while it is

true that the arbitrary relation between material

sign and fictional meaning is somewhat similar to

that of linguistic inscriptions, it is also true that

theatre, in contrast to the novel, operates through

the presence of actual living bodies. The distinc-

tion becomes clear if we consider that while the

actor certainly may be conceived of as someone

being transformed into a different person as soon

as he enters the stage, it is equally important to

remember that, as Bogatyrev reminds us, ‘‘we see

in him not only a system of signs but also a living

person’’.21 What Bogatyrev terms the ‘‘dual per-

ception of the actor by the spectator’’*our

simultaneous apprehension of the actor as sign

and body*is, then, not only one of the main

characteristics distinguishing theatre from other
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art forms, but also something which charges it

with specific values of attraction,22 for just as the

autonomy of costume may turn staged action into

a pure spectacle of dress, the presence of the actor

may break fictional narrative and turn perfor-

mance into a pure spectacle of flesh. While we

may visit the theatre for the performance of a

particular play, we may also visit it for the

performance of a particular actor; and sometimes

we may even go just to get a glimpse of the

individual person on stage. Consider, for example,

the 2005 production of Strindberg’s Miss Julie at

the Royal Dramatic Theatre in Stockholm. While

it drew a sizeable audience, we may suspect that

many of its members were just as interested

in witnessing the erotic tension played out be-

tween the two leading actors as that played out

between fictional characters Jean and Julie: for the

actors were a celebrity couple right in the process

of breaking up due to a messy affair heavily

exploited by the tabloid papers.23

An important lesson from theatre semiotics

then, is to distinguish the symbolic level of

fictional meaning from the objects and persons

constituting its material vehicles; but also to

acknowledge that theatrical fiction will always be

accompanied by a material inside, a man behind

the mask. Since the spectator will perceive the

dual expression of the actor, her attention may

always slide between signified meaning and the

material level of semiotic superabundance, a some-

thing more that may even be a something else to story

and gestus. The possibility of spectacle then,

seems to be an inherent potential of theatrical

performance that we may not simply dispose of in

the name of semiotic purity. It is, not least,

important to remember that the presence of the

material body generates a certain kind of ethical

situation. While Eco, for example, oversteps the

mark of theatre semiotics in stating that a man put

on the stage ‘‘has lost his original nature of ‘real’

body among real bodies’’, we must acknowledge

the fact that the man is also a body, and sometimes

perhaps even primarily a body.24 This duality of

the actor makes it possible to use theatre as a

presentation of the real body in fictional disguise,

a point recently touched upon by Swedish theatre

critic Ingegärd Waaranperä in a feminist critique

of the prevalence of naked and sexualised female

bodies in Swedish performances. In her pole-

mical article, Waaranperä stresses the fact that a

spectator watching a naked teen actress crawling

across the stage while playing Medea certainly

witnesses ‘‘an artistic vision’’ but also, and more

importantly, ‘‘the sexual dreams of the older, male

director come true’’.25 As one of her examples,

Waaranperä further questions the aesthetical im-

portance of having renowned Swedish actress

Lena Endre play Lady Macbeth in the nude

whereas the rest of the cast consisted of fully

dressed men. This prompted Endre to reply with

a simple argument fully in line with the Ecoian

theory of pure semiotics in theatre as she states

that ‘‘Lady Macbeth was naked, not Lena

Endre’’;26 but in contrast to Eco, Endre remains

fully aware of the ethical and political implications

of bodily presence as she demonstrates the tension

inherent to the dual status of the actor as sign and

body. For while Endre certainly seems to imply

that her body has merely functioned as a sign for a

sign, she nevertheless goes on, in accounting for

the artistic reasons behind playing the part in the

nude, to emphasise that it really was her own body

that was presented to the spectator. According to

Endre, it was high time for the audience to ‘‘stand

face to face with the full nakedness of a 50�
woman’’, and she intended for her own exhibition

of a ‘‘middle-aged actress in action’’ to constitute

a contrast to the ‘‘teenage boy-girl staring at us

blankly from the advertising bills’’.27 Thus, she

‘‘strikes a blow for feminism’’ not by portraying

the character in a specific way but by presenting

her own body as a body among other real bodies,

all sharing the same social and material space.28 In

Endre’s case, we are apparently no longer dealing

with the arbitrariness of exchangeable props for

her body can not be switched for a mannequin just

as her nudity can not be represented by costume:

in her Lady Macbeth, the elaborate aesthetical

effect is produced by the very constitution of the

actress and the presence of her physical body as

such.

While bodily presence will not disrupt the

fictive stance in most cases, it facilitates a potential

semiotic transgression of levels as directors and

actors may play around with the dual perspective

of the spectator. That it, furthermore, generates a

direct material connection between the actor and

the spectator was evident during a performance

where Swedish actor and director Thorsten Flinck

darted across the small, intimate stage, holding an

axe over his head. Since the audience was located
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only at arm’s length from the actor, they reacted

by intuitively crouching down in their seats; but in

contrast to Lumiéres’ spectators, they never mis-

took signs for reality but were actually put in

danger by the actor as a physically present

individual.29 While textual violence will always

be symbolical, scenic violence may be materially

real; and thus, the theatre will always have to be

clear on the status of certain kinds of represented

acts. Perhaps the point may be underlined by an

example from Eco who questions whether or not

there is a semiotic difference between ‘‘an actor

who, to pretend having been whipped, draws red

lines on his shoulders and another one (a more

professional actor more religiously following the

principles of realism) who really wounds himself

in order to get really bleeding traces’’.30 As Eco

leaves the question unanswered, we must con-

clude that he finds the distinction fuzzy at best,

but perhaps the answer will arrive more readily if

we consider the ethical difference between an actor

simulating a fight and one actually bashing

another person bloody. In the latter case*or one

similar to the mock performances staged by the

Théâtre des Vampires in Anne Rice’s Interview

with the Vampire (1976)*we may actually be

called upon as spectators to board the theatrical

stage and save the heroine in distress.

While the fictive stance generally allows us to

take the representational status of staged violence

for granted, the dual status of the actor will

nevertheless render the inclusion of factual vio-

lence within a fictional context possible. Like

every norm, the divide between acting and vio-

lence harbours its own transgression. So let us

consider an example of a work that uses such

transgressions as a general aesthetical strategy.

While it is taken from cinema, it is nevertheless

directly related to the discussion of the actor as

body and sign.

PINK FLAMINGOS AND THE INDEXICAL

ACTOR

While film as a medium certainly lacks the direct

presence of theatre, it nevertheless presents a

similar set of problems associated with the double

expression of the actor. As Susan Sontag points

out, photographic media harbour the dual repre-

sentational powers ‘‘to generate documents and to

create works of visual art’’,31 and film fiction is

therefore always indexical in the sense of consti-

tuting ‘‘a trace of something brought before the

lens’’.32 Thus, it differs from the purely symbolical

nature of the novel as well as from mainly iconic

media like paintings,33 and the distinction entails

a corresponding ethical difference, pointed out by

Sontag as the difference between finding aesthe-

tical beauty in war paintings and in war photo-

graphs.34 While there is a certain banality to the

former idea, the latter notion seems more morally

complex as it indicates a kind of proximity

between the person watching an image and the

person the image depicts. In painting, we only

meet the pure surface of structural composition

and the tactile materiality of paint and texture, but

in film, our body seems to meet, at least to some

degree, the body of the index as our gaze comes to

behold the person gazed upon. And in contem-

plating the war painting, we may appreciate the

artistic presentation of war as theme, but in

contemplating the war photograph, we witness

the reality of suffering and death. This kind of

proximity is perhaps most evident in the case of

the pornographic image and the fact that, pointed

out by Robert Kolker, sexualised representations

of the body have been captured on film for as long

as the medium has existed:35 just as theatre

harbours a potential of the spectacle, the burl-

esque, and the strip-tease, so the very medium of

film seems semiotically apt for presenting the

sexualised body in a way that ‘‘brings’’ what was

put before the lens in front of the spectator. In

contrast to fictional representations, where a body

may always be replaced by a prop, a costume, a

stuntman or a body double, the pornographic film

seems to demand that the image is indexical and

the sexualised body is represented authentically as

such.

This indicates the ability of the photographic

image to form a relation between spectator and

spectated in a way that makes filmic representa-

tions similar to the theatre due to the presence of

real bodily indexes. As in theatre, actors and

directors may accordingly also play around with

the dual status of bodies and signs as when, for

example, fictional narrative is employed as a kind

of legitimising framework for the sexual represen-

tation of real bodies. Tanya Krzywinska

has pointed out the several examples from the

history of film of directors using accepted and

established fictional genres for ‘‘the inclusion of
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publicity-garnering risqué sexual imagery’’,36 and

while works of exploitation cinema are often

criticised for the way story is used as a simple

excuse for sexual imagery, this must be considered

a definition of the premises of the genre rather

than as a criticism of it. Rather than simply being

hypocritical, exploitation deliberately exploits the

semiotic duality of the medium corresponding to a

kind of dual ideology of art and morals, and thus,

the ‘‘negative example’’ has become a standard

model for letting a moralising tale on the dangers

of depraved behaviour embed the always far more

essential images of sexualised bodies taking part in

the very same kind of behaviour. The success of

movies like Gustav Wiklund’s Exposed (Exponerad,

1970) and Torgny Wickman’s Anita: Swedish

Nymphet (Anita*ur en tonårsflickas dagbok,

1973), for example, relies on an audience being

more interested in watching the naked body of

young actress Christina Lindberg than in learning

the fate of the characters she portrays.

This transgressive power has allowed exploita-

tion cinema to blend in with the paradigms of

transgression found in more intellectually oriented

movements of avant-garde modernism as both

traditions form an often similar critique of bour-

geois culture. A prime example is found in the

work of John Waters and his notorious break-

through film, Pink Flamingos. While its spindly

plot centres on a basic conflict between a sover-

eign protagonist and an usurping antago-

nist*heroine Divine is challenged by the

Marbles for the title of ‘‘filthiest person alive’’

and, therefore, must restore order by eliminating

them in the filthiest way possible*the movie

achieves its packing punch from the way it plays

with the duality of the actor and the fact that the

fictionally represented filth often falls short of the

filth taking place among the real persons acting in

front of the camera. The indexical aesthetic begins

in the deliberately poor and extravagantly clumsy

acting that immediately directs our attention

towards the actions of the actress rather than the

character, and her bodily presence is further

accentuated by a complex play of identities invol-

ving the actress as body, as public persona, and as

fictional role, since the female protagonist Divine

(who, according to the plot, appears under an

assumed name) is played by a drag queen also

known as Divine. Such a game of identities, where

a female character with a false name is played by a

male actor with a female persona, reminds us of

the modernist and post-modernist tradition of

Pirandellian meta-fiction, but also of the burl-

esque, the vaudeville and the sideshow, and thus

we see how Waters’ manages to let high and low

culture intersect. The effect of the game becomes

particularly apparent in an explicit sex scene

where fictional character Divine performs fellatio

on her son. As if fictional incest was not scanda-

lous enough, the scene actually achieves its

transgressive force from the fact that what we

really see is the actual recording of a sturdy

transvestite giving a young man a blow job. As

fictional scandal is pushed into the background by

factual scandal, the scene succeeds in manifesting

a kind of joyous and queerly carnivalesque acti-

vism where one representational taboo is trans-

gressed under the guise of another. Thereby the

movie transcends the merely exploitative and

becomes gay in the double meaning of the word:

it is happily homosexual in a way that radically

challenges the norms of representational restric-

tions.

Gaiety aside, the indexical strategy may never-

theless generate ethical problems. As already

stated, we may rest assured when witnessing

fictional violence and humiliation even of the

most realistic kind that it all is the skilful product

of acting, editing and special effects. Just consider

the case of coprophagia in film fiction. In Thai

director Chukiat Sakveerakul’s 13 Beloved (13

game sayawng, 2006), a desperate young man

partakes in a clandestine game where he must

perform 13 secret missions in order to win a large

sum of cash. Having killed a fly, eaten it, made

three kids cry, and beaten up a beggar, his fifth

assignment is to eat a plate of human excrements.

At this point, the spectator is obviously meant to

identify with the character and ask herself what

she is willing to do for money, and the scene

constitutes a pivotal plot point where a distinct

boundary is transgressed: for the first time, the

protagonist must really overcome his personal

boundaries. But no matter how nauseous we

may feel while watching the scene, we never

believe that the actor is really eating faeces. In

Pier Paolo Pasolini’s Salò, or the 120 Days of Sodom

(Salò o le 120 giornate di Sodoma, 1975), copro-

phagia is presented in a somewhat different way,

as the utmost symptom of the perverted deca-

dence of fascism. Were we to learn that director
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Pasolini had actually forced his actors to perform

the acts portrayed, we would probably condemn

him for having abused his sovereign position in

exactly the way the movie so vehemently criticises.

But we never suspect this, and rather presume that

all measures have been taken in order to secure

the comfort of the cast.37 In these cases, our

attention is never directed at the actual situation of

production, but we are still well aware that what

we really witness is something entirely different

from what is fictionally represented.

In Pink Flamingos, on the other hand, copro-

phagia suspends the fictive stance. When Divine

collects the poop from a dog and puts it in her

mouth during the final scene, the indexical

aesthetics of the film has prepared us for perceiv-

ing it as the actions of the real actress. So, while

the scene forms the climax of the dramatic plot, it

also, and more importantly, forms the final stage

in a progression of increasingly transgressive

violations of representational taboos. The final

shift from symbol to index is even pointed out by a

voice over narrator:

The filthiest people alive? Well, you think you
know somebody filthier? Watch as Divine
proves that not only is she the filthiest person
in the world, she is also the filthiest actress in
the world. What you are about to see is a real
thing.

The entire structure of the movie may in fact be

described as a break with plot-oriented dramatic

function in favour of the paratactic aesthetics of

the burlesque or the side show, where one trick

follows after another. During the scene of a

birthday party, several performances of the variety

kind are actually enclosed, such as a stripper

dancing with a snake or an acrobatic young man

performing the infamous ‘‘singing asshole’’ rou-

tine. In accordance with the burlesque design, we

will come to expect a kind of grand finale where

the actress Divine, rather than the character,

demonstrates her filthy title. Due to the cheerful

temperament of the movie, and to the fact that

Divine so evidently acts on her own initiative,

Waters is able to steer clear of any ethical blame;38

but what we really watch is nevertheless presented

as an actual event where a real individual is

involved in a degrading situation. As soon as

they are no longer performed voluntarily, scenes

of this kind will obviously become ethically

problematic, and while the dog poop scene is

endured in a happy mood, a different scene

borders on the abusive, viz. the infamous ‘‘chicken

scene’’. While the artificial nature of most of the

violent scenes are greatly accentuated by particu-

larly ‘‘bad’’ and over-the-top acting as shots are

fired and bodies fall, one scene turns indexically

violent as a couple of chickens are crushed while

being stuck between two persons aggressively

having sex. In contrast to the scene of copropha-

gia, the chicken scene has been considered as

ethically flawed even among the movie’s many cult

followers.

Violence against animals is obviously a particu-

larly sensitive topic in the history of cinema, and

its former prevalence is demonstrated by the care

modern producers take in establishing that no

animals were harmed during the making of a

movie. Before we further address the chicken

scene, I would however like to discuss one of the

most notorious movies ever made, and one that

certainly prompted the need for such explicit

remarks, viz. Deodato’s Cannibal Holocaust.

CANNIBAL HOLOCAUST AND THE

ETHICS OF SLAUGHTER

Like Flower of Flesh and Blood, Cannibal Holocaust

is characterised by a pseudo-documentary style,

and a prologue assures us of the authenticity of the

images. As Julian Petley points out, a wide array of

technical devices are used to achieve the docu-

mentary feel, such as ‘‘shaky, hand-held camera-

work, ‘accidental’ compositions, crash zooms,

blurred images, lens flare, inaudible or intermit-

tent sound, direct address to camera, scratches

and lab marks on the print, and so on’’.39 The

story begins with a North American anthropolo-

gist going to South America in order to locate a

lost documentary film crew. It turns out that they

have been killed by a native tribe, but the

anthropologist manages to retrieve their filmed

material. Back in the United States, he examines

the reels that show the crew assaulting, raping and

murdering native villagers, and it turns out that

they even provoked the tribal war they merely

purported to be documenting. Just as in The Blair

Witch Project, the events are presented as the

crew’s actual recordings, but whereas this is all

we get in The Blair Witch Project, here, the

simulated objets trouvés are intermingled with

scenes showing the indignant reactions of the
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anthropologist as well as the cynical small talk of a

group of network representatives. The latter plan

to air the material according to the journalistic

credo that the more you rape the senses of the

viewers, the happier they are, but having grasped

the full width of the staged atrocities, they finally

decide to burn it instead. The moral of the film is

summed up in the closing words of the anthro-

pologist*‘‘I wonder who the real cannibals are’’

*and as Ed Morgan puts it, the movie is certainly

one ‘‘that manages to both condemn and exploit

the grossest excesses of violence’’.40

The mood of the movie is quite grim and it

bears no trace of the kind of stylised and naive

grotesquery typical for Hino. Deodato’s style

consists of a grittier form of realism reminiscent

of the aesthetics of Dogme 95, and the level to

which his pseudo-documentary approach suc-

ceeds is indicated by the fact that Italian autho-

rities confiscated the movie right after its

premiere. Deodato was arrested and detained

until he was able to demonstrate how certain

scenes were made; the famous shot of an impaled

girl, for example, was achieved by having the

actress sit on a concealed bicycle seat while

holding a piece of balsa wood between her teeth.

The length to which Deodato went to accomplish

the documentary expression is furthermore indi-

cated by the contract he made his actors sign,

forcing them to go underground for an entire year

after the film was premiered so as to strengthen

the impression that they really had disappeared.

One point in particular makes watching Canni-

bal Holocaust a quite different experience from

watching a movie like Flower of Flesh and Blood.

In an interview with Hino, Jay Slater and Junichi

Tomonari pointed out the fact that a scene

depicting the killing of a chicken stands out as so

obviously fake in an otherwise realistic movie, and

Hino’s answer is brief and to the point: ‘‘I can’t kill

any animal or insect. I am absolutely against the

shooting and death of any creature’’.41 Deodato’s

film, on the other hand, provides several scenes

where violence against animals becomes explicitly

real: for example, a pig is shot, the head of a

monkey is cut off, and during a particularly drawn

out scene a giant turtle is systematically beheaded,

dismembered, and has his shell removed. The fact

that such scenes easily could be created by regular

means of acting and special effects is demon-

strated by the many scenes successfully simulating

violence against humans, but just as in the case of

Pink Flamingos, indexical presence seems to be a

main part of the very aesthetic of the film.

Whereas exploitation cinema uses narrative fiction

as a semiotic framework for the presentation of

sexualised bodies, cannibal movies seem to use it

as a framework for depictions of real killings, and

thus we may distinguish cannibal film from the

Italian ‘‘mondo’’-style documentary just as we

have distinguished exploitation film from pure

pornography. But like exploitation cinema in

general, the cannibal genre relies on the ability

of the indexical body to break through the layers

of fictional meaning.

It is impossible to watch Cannibal Holocaust

without reflecting upon and reacting against what

happens in front of the camera. Thus Petley

comments on the turtle scene:

From the way the scene is filmed it is obvious

no trickery was involved; in particular, the

initial decapitation of the turtle by the guide

Felipe (although, again, it is the actor who

performs the deed) is filmed in one shot

precisely to emphasise that what we are

seeing is ‘‘real live death’’. The only purpose

for which montage is used in this sequence is

not to obscure a fake turtle being substituted

for a real one at the apparent moment of

death, because this clearly did not happen.

Instead, it is brought into play simply to

maximise the number of angles from which

the spectator can view the creature’s still

pulsating innards. One is also left wondering,

incidentally, whether it is ‘‘Faye Daniels’’ or

the actress portraying her who throws up at

the sight of this extremely unpleasant

scene.42

Elements of this kind have made Cannibal Holo-

caust infamous, and rightly so; but from an ethical

point of view, we must ask whether its explicit

depictions of violence marks a difference of kind,

or merely one of degree, in relation to more

palatable and streamlined movies. In mainstream

movies, animal meat is often portrayed as human

food, and it is rarely replaced by a prop; rather, it

may actually substitute for human body parts, as

when pig intestines signify human innards. While

very few films show the real process of slaughter, a

large number still show the real products of such

processes. It is also worth pointing out that most

productions with a fairly big budget presumably

have catered its cast with meat at some point. The
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violence shown in Cannibal Holocaust is hardly

more severe or drawn out than that which takes

place in our industrial slaughterhouses, and with

this in mind, we may have to consider the killing

and slaughtering of animals an integral (if often

implicit) part of the great majority of movies.

Arguments along these lines have actually been

presented by directors accused of cruelty to

animals. Consider Deodato’s comment during an

interview:

All the animals which were killed were then

eaten by the natives. For example, they were

greedy for crocodile meat, and when we

killed one they always went for the paws,

which were the first parts to disappear. [ . . .]
It is also important to consider the fact that

the natives ate these animals because that is

their food. The animals we killed in the

various films were rodents, wild boars, per-

haps we over-did it a bit with the turtle,

however that also was eaten. [ . . .] Nowadays

I wouldn’t do it anymore, times have chan-

ged. When I was a child I lived in the country

and it was normal to see a chicken, a rabbit or

a pig being killed. Today my daughter sees it

and becomes distressed.43

Or Waters’ similar remark, presented in his filmed

afterword to the 25th anniversary re-release of

Pink Flamingos:

Animal rights activists always say to me:

‘‘How could you kill a chicken for a movie?’’

Well, I eat chicken and I know the chicken

didn’t land on my plate from a heart attack.

We bought the chicken from a farmer who

advertised freshly killed chicken. I think we

made the chicken’s life better: Got to be in a

movie, got fucked. And then right after

filming the next take the cast ate the chicken.

Yet another version is offered by South Korean

director Ki-duk Kim regarding The Isle (Seom,

2000), a movie also containing brief scenes of

animal violence such as the skinning of a frog:

[T]he way I see it, the food that we eat today

is no different. In America you eat beef, pork,

and kill all these animals. And the people

who eat these animals are not concerned with

their slaughter. Animals are part of this cycle

of consumption. It looks more cruel onsc-

reen, but I don’t see the difference.44

As well as by Canadian director and queer

pornographer Bruce LaBruce apropos his Otto;

or, Up with Dead People (2008), where a dead

animal is used for a scene where the protagonist

zombie eats road kill:

[T]he animal in question is a hare that we

purchased at a farmer’s market in Berlin,

where hares are eaten as commonly as fowl.

So the use of the hare is no different than

using, say, a turkey in a Thanksgiving scene

in a movie.

In fact, I wanted to see if we could eat the

hare at the end of the day’s shoot, but the

carcass was left out in the sun for too long

and it was inedible.45

Since these comments certainly touch upon a kind

of double standard in our ideology of meat, let us

try to use Marxist terms in order to briefly draw

out their consequences. Meat, it may be sug-

gested, could be considered as a form of reifica-

tion of violence. In reification, the industrial

product achieves a kind of ‘‘phantom objectivity’’

making it appear as a pure thing, a commodity

disconnected from the processes of production

and the (often exploitative) relations making

industrial production possible in the first place.

As Georg Lukács puts it, the autonomy of the

commodity ‘‘seems so strictly rational and all-

embracing as to conceal every trace of its funda-

mental nature: the relation between people’’.46

If we include animals and not just people in the

definition, we may go on to consider how the

totality of the chain of food production and

consumption in capitalist society is differentiated

and turned into a series of seemingly autonomous

specialisations: the farmer, the butcher, the whole-

saler, the retailer, the prop master, the film

director, and so on, all seem to work indepen-

dently, although in reality they constitute a joint

system of exchange. Through this separation of

professional roles, the film maker may present

meat as a natural object dislodged from the act of

killing and butchering living animals: for, in

contrast to Waters, few directors kill their own

food. In comparing the filming of death with the

everyday production and consumption of food, all

the directors quoted above indicate how their

‘‘shocking’’ images help to defamiliarise a domi-

nant and two-faced ideology of meat. We may

actually find an ethical and political potential in

the depicted dismembering of animals as con-

trasted to the purely reified presentation of a steak
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or a hamburger in, for example, a seemingly

harmless romantic comedy. In both cases, deadly

violence is an inevitable part of movie production,

but while the mainstream comedy conceals real

violence in the reified props of fictional meaning,

exploitation cinema uses indexical presence in

making strange our ideological relationship to

food as pure commodity. Thus LaBruce may

claim, and quite convincingly so, that the dead

animal body becomes functional in a film ‘‘that is

very much about consumerism, the aversion to

consuming flesh and meat, and the way that

pornography and the popular media package sex

and body parts as so much meat’’.47

Cannibal Holocaust is, however, a particularly

complicated case since it counterbalances the

relation between human and animal violence by

also including brief images representing the killing

of humans. When the anthropologist returns to

New York, the network representatives show him

one of the lost film crew’s previous productions, a

documentary titled The Last Road to Hell, depict-

ing, among other atrocities, the execution of

children and adults. As spectators, we are pre-

sented with a montage of scenes from this picture-

within-a-picture, but the images we see are in

actual fact taken from real news footage that

Deodato bought and inserted into his fictional

movie. Petley points out how these briefly passing

factual images of death actually are ‘‘far more

disturbing than any of the orchestrated horrors,

however convincing, elsewhere in Cannibal Holo-

caust’’, and their inclusion generates the most

striking demonstration of how a symbolical level

of fictional meaning is rendered ineffectual by the

presence of indexical signs referring to real situa-

tions.48 The ethical situation discussed in relation

to the drawn out violence against animals may

seem even more acute in relation to these quickly

passing images of human death. But wherein lies

the real problem of such a strategy? I will now

conclude my article by trying to narrow down the

pragmatic complexity of the problem.

CONCLUSION: ON VIOLENCE AS A

TRANSGRESSION OF THE FICTIVE

STANCE

My opening discussion of Hino’s Flower of Flesh

and Blood was intended to establish that the ethical

problems I am concerned with do not involve

purely fictional representations of violence: fic-

tional images of persons being cut into pieces,

impaled, or forced to coprophagia are, as far as I

can see, ethically uncomplicated. What has inter-

ested me are, on the other hand, situations where

material bodies cease to function as mere vehicles

for fictional meaning and rather present them-

selves as indexical referents. Such situations I

consider ethically unflawed where the actors

participate voluntarily: in Pink Flamingos, for

example, even possibly humiliating scenes seem

initiated by the actress herself, and they carry an

aesthetical as well as political potential of positive

and affirmative transgression. The chicken scene,

on the other hand, I consider as ethically more

problematic.49

The mere presence of indexical violence is

obviously not a sufficient criterion for making a

film ethically flawed, and the recordings of

slaughter found for example in Nikolaus Geyrhal-

ter’s documentary on industrial food production,

Our Daily Bread (Unser täglich Brot, 2005), have

escaped the criticism directed at Waters and

Deodato. Since Geyrhalter adheres to the journal-

istic rule of simply registering rather than provok-

ing the violence he portrays, potential indignation

will presumably be aimed not at the director but

the food industry. In matters of a possibly

exploitative nature, this classic distinction be-

tween registering and partaking in an event seems

especially important, as is indicated by the criti-

cism directed at a Swedish TV feature on Internet

strip shows when it turned out that the crew had

paid a girl to strip ‘‘for the movie’’ instead of

simply recording her performing a show for one of

her regular customers.50 A similar, if more ex-

treme example, is found in Swedish artist Pål

Hollender’s Buy Bye Beauty (2001), a documen-

tary on the economy of sex tourism that ends with

the director paying his Latvian interviewees to

have sex with him. Perhaps even documentary

depictions of human killings may seem warranted

under certain specific conditions, granted that

death is merely registered and never caused or

enacted ‘‘for the movie’’; but as soon as an

unethical act is performed for the sole purpose

of filmmaking, the film itself seems to be ethically

implicated.

I have argued, however, that as long as we

accept the simple killing of an animal ‘‘for the

movie’’ as ethically flawed, we will have to include
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any movie using any kind of meat in its production

in the class of flawed movies. In Pink Flamingos,

there is a scene where Divine picks up a big slab of

meat from a butchery shop and puts it between

her thighs, and it is obvious that the scene would

not have been possible without the killing of an

animal. Still, the meat scene has garnered no

indignant reactions at all, and neither has the

plethora of seemingly inoffensive movies exhibit-

ing the products of animal slaughter as human

food.

Most people will probably find such an argu-

ment unreasonable if not absurd, and if we really

were to consider all aspects of production, most

movies would probably prove troublesome. In his

dictionary entry on the ethics of film, Folke

Tersman, for example, points out the obvious

fact that the life threatening risks Werner Herzog

exposed his cast to during the making of Fitzcar-

raldo (1982) raises certain ethical questions, and

nevertheless Tersman concludes that there is

reason to separate the act from filmmaking from

the products it generates.51 After all, a bad act

performed ‘‘for the movie’’ seems insufficient to

render an entire movie flawed.

We must also consider the fact that the doc-

umentary images of human executions found in

Cannibal Holocaust never were produced ‘‘for the

movie’’ but consists of news material, and never-

theless they prompt an ethical reaction. In fact,

they even seem to be bothering us more as part of

fictional context than they would as part of a

televised newscast, and this brings us right back to

the concept of the pragmatic stance and our initial

discussion on the rare uncertainty of not knowing

what attitude to adopt. As part of a newscast, we

would know how to relate to the images of death

as we would already have adopted a ‘‘factual’’

stance, but when they suddenly pop up as

unexpected indexes of violence right in the middle

of a fictional film, we waver as our stance is broken

and suddenly proves inadequate. Watching a

fictional film, we adopt a stance of aesthetical

and entertainment-oriented appreciation52 that

will not only prove deficient in relation to the

images of death but also may seem unethical itself.

Vivian Sobchack presents a lucid argument on

this topic in relation to the scene where a (real)

rabbit is killed in Jean Renoir’s The Rules of

the Game (La règle du jeu, 1932). According to

Sobchack, the ethical force of documentary

representations of death is due to the way they

establish a kind of joint space between the film

maker, the spectator, and the event taking place

before the lens. Apparently, the presence of

the camera inscribes the film maker’s gaze within

the cinematic image in a way that forces the

spectator to evaluate how the individual behind

the camera positions herself in relation to what

takes place in front of it. And the gaze of the

spectator, too, seems to be inscribed in a way that

turns the viewer responsible for what is depicted

as it forces us to clarify our own attitude towards

the seen. As Sobchack puts it:

At minimum two viewers are ethically im-
plicated in their relations with the viewed
event, both the filmmaker viewing the event
of death through the camera and the specta-
tor viewing the film that makes that death
visible. Thus, responsibility for the represen-
tation of death by means of the inscribed
vision of cinema lies with both filmmaker and
spectator*and in the ethical relationship
constituted between the vision of each.53

Perhaps, then, the real ethical dilemma of films

like Pink Flamingos and Cannibal Holocaust lies in

the way they put the spectator in an uncertain and

uncomfortable situation similar to that of Sheen

or the experimental subjects. The movies instil us

with a sense of indeterminacy and prompt an

incongruous and vacillating stance, propelling the

spectator into an anxious hunt for cues and signals

of the semiotic nature of the representation. First,

the fictional film invites us to assume a fictive

stance towards the material and then the factual

images of violence prove that stance to be semi-

otically and ethically deficient. Thus, the spectator

becomes engaged in a situation that suddenly

changes its premises, and she is consequently

hurled from one representational regime to an-

other; or, as Sobchack puts it, from a fictional

space ‘‘that confines itself to the screen or, at

most, extends offscreen into an unseen yet still

imagined world’’ to a factual space depending ‘‘on

an extracinematic knowledge that contextualises

and may transform the sign-functions of the

representation within a social world and an ethical

framework’’.54 While the rules of the pragmatic

activity are radically changed, the spectator re-

mains unprepared for this change.

It is obviously not enough to respond to the

violence in movies like Pink Flamingos or Cannibal
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Holocaust with a simple indignant dismissal.

Whereas an upset Wayne Booth once reacted to

the fictional violence in George Miller’s Mad Max

(1979) by concluding that the best act of ethical

criticism would be to simply refuse watching the

sequel, I maintain that such an effortless rejection

is no act of criticism at all.55 Surely, these movies

provoke difficult but important theoretical ques-

tions worthy of careful scholarly investigation and,

as Petley contends, ‘‘any film which can give rise

to sustained and serious reflection [ . . .] and which

does so in a way that gets under the skin of the

censorious, must surely have something going for

it!’’56 Being intellectually and theoretically intri-

guing is, however, rarely a sufficient justification

in matters of killing. Nevertheless, I find reason to

consider the inclusion of images of animal killings

in these films as a productive defamiliarisation of

meat as reified violence. By putting the already

exploitative processes of production on display,

exploitation cinema may even strike us as, ethi-

cally and ideologically speaking, less flawed than

much of what seemingly inoffensive mainstream

entertainment has to offer. In any event, examples

from John Waters to Lena Endre to Bruce

LaBruce show that the transgressive representa-

tional strategies common for trashy exploi-

tation culture carry great aesthetical and political

potential.
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